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Abstract

Received:

In an effort to understand the druggable chemical space of sesquiterpenes, conformational flexibility has been a hot research branch. Here the recently proposed spherical conformational landscape was tested to evaluate the effect of introduction of double
bonds on conformational mobility in cyclopentane fluxional rings. The SCL model for
cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene rings, suggest quiet a remarkable restriction brought
up by double bonds in these otherwise fluxional molecules. The focus here will then be
on the effect of double bonds on fused sesquiterpenoid structure. Comparisons of two
classes of natural products namely hirsutanes and capnellanes, respectively originated
from sponges and soft corals with a 100-million-year time window, reveals a clear pattern of mobility for the latter. Authors believe that nature has evolved clever ways to get
rid of double bonds in hirsutanes and design more tunable dynamic scaffolds for more
potent capnellanes thru ages of evolution. Further ongoing research on the dynamics of
these cyclic compounds may reveal fresh guidelines in druggable chemical space.
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Introduction
Medicinal plants have long been known to humans. Special
plant species had even attracted animals for their potential drug
properties. Thanks to our modern chemical technology we can
now extract and study the very structure of these biomedical
compounds [1-7]. The field has grown into a full-blown rapidly
expanding area of chemistry known as natural products. A new and
recent off-shoot was the treasure trove of marine natural products
with even more potency compared to their terrestrial analogues.
Common to both sources, is the need for motion less life forms in

need of physical protection. The ocean has been the evolutionary
bench test of life for nearly 4000 million years [8], while pioneer
land dwelling species emerged as late as 430 million years. Such
a meaningful evolutionary lag could well translate into potency
observed for marine natural products compared to their terrestrial
analogues. After focusing on a very simple chemical functionality
on cyclopentane backbone using SCL model, we shall visit the
evolutionary design from hirsutanes to capnellanes over almost
a 100 million years from sponges in Neoproterozoic seas to soft
corals in early Cambrian seas.
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Methods

density functional methods, slightly over estimate barriers due
to their inability to account for van der Waals attractions in some
strained conformers [9,10]. The ωb97xd basis set can reliably
result in accurate van der Waals modifications. The geometries
computations were done at ωb97xd/6-311+G(d) level [11,12],
using Gaussian g09 package [13]. We also checked larger basis sets
like 6-311+G(d,p) , which proved almost no better accuracy.

Full conformational analysis in cyclopentene and
cyclopentadiene were done using density functional method
ωb97xd, in particular, yield reliable results. In some cases,
correlational methods like MP2 gave similar or close results to
those obtained via DFT/ ωb97xd. The only drawback of most local

Table 1: Relative energies of all conformers along ring coordinates with letter code labeling as shown in Figure 1. All 20 conformers
for both cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene are given.
Compounds
Cyclopentane

Conformers / Energies (Kcal/mol)
a, a´, b, b´, c, c´, d, d´, e, e´
0

c, c´

Results and Discussion

u, u´. w, w´, x, x´, y, y´, z, z´
0.5

Cyclopentene
d, b, b´, d´
7

x, z´, x´, z

w,u´ w´,u

a, a´ e, e´

y, y´

0

Cyclopentadiene

17

c, c´

d, b, b´, d´

x, z´, x´, z

w,u´ w´,u

a, a´

y, y´

7

18

27

9

30

35

Many reports and pioneering studies have so far focused on
conformational analysis of cyclic compounds and in particular
cyclopentane molecule alone [14-24]. Conformational landscape
model was presented back in 2016, its since been expanded for both
cyclohexane and cyclopentane recently. The most prominent feature
of the SCL model is its twist and bent ring coordinates which are
delicately interconnected. The continuity of this connection can be
translated as flexibility and dynamic nature of the compounds often
directly reflected in D/G band region of their Raman spectra. Before
testing the effect of a double bond functionality its noteworthy to
look at the convention used here in brief. Spherical conformational

2

14

e, e´

30

landscape model for parent cyclopentane is shown (Figure 1 left)
as a pointed star representation with generic drawing conventions
used for the two major classes of dynamic conformers in this
fluxional molecule with high gaseous entropy content (letter coded
conformers here are used later in Table 1 where relative energies
are given). A simpler more informative SCL form containing only
ring coordinates and their connections is also shown (Figure 1
middle top). These twist and bent conformers are shown from
different viewpoints. (Figure 1 right top). Drawing conventions are
all topical views with filled circles and crosses showing upward and
downward maximum puckering points respectively. Lighter lines
show flanking areas as the plane of the molecule folds up or down.

Figure 1: Spherical conformational landscape for cyclopentane star pointed model with conformers shown (left**) the ring
coordinate and inter connection without conformers (Top middle). Topical views for twist and bent conformers (Top right).
SCL model for cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene (bottom middle and right).
Note: Reprinted from our publication [31] with modifications and extensions to include cyclohexane, copyright 2016 Elsevier
publishing Co.
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While Cyclopentane is in constant buzz, introduction of a
double bond can restrict this fluxional nature and thus affect its
mobile conformational flip flop. With cyclopentene one can see that
introduction of a double bond results in a disruption pattern that is
most sever in the inner twist ring coordinate which is interestingly
the more important ring coordinate to fluxionality of cyclopentane
(Figure 1 left bottom). Thus, the double bond functionality can be
a serious push back against this fluxional nature and introducing a
second double bond proves this to be the case with twist ring being
severely restricted and bent ring coordinate also hugely affected.
The second double bond almost lead to a conformationally frozen
cyclopentane system (Figure 1 left bottom). Such an effect is also
evident in D/G band of Raman spectra explained in detail in our
previous reports. Table one provides all the energies along the
two ring coordinates for both cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene
(letters used here are the same that appear in Figure 1).

Natural products have been an inspiration to both synthetic
and theoretical organic chemists over the past few decades.
Authors believe the impact of ring fusion on the five membered
rings has well served evolution a toolbox from which to develop a
cast of natural products like hirsutanes, isohirsutanes, capnellanes
and silphiperfolanes. Whereas, in a previous study the mobility of
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cis fusion of cyclopentane rings where discussed, how nature has
gained conformational control on these cis fused five membered
cyclic compounds is an open question yet to be addressed. This
paper briefly explains why two class of these compounds happen
to have evolved from an earlier from with double bonds to a more
recent and more potent form with no double bonds. Hirsutanes
[25,26] had been synthesized by marine sponges as early as 640
MYA, and a generic hirsutane at least has 1 double bond with one
sp2 carbon at the fusion point of the two rings. Later with the
emergence of earliest soft corals as late as 535 MYA, capnellanes
[27-29] were synthesized that are more flexible and when finetuned can be much more potent as well. Capnellanes structures lack
the double bond feature and showcase a dynamic curved motion
that can be a significant clue as to how flexibility could be finetuned by nature to serve a better more potent bioactivity [30] that’s
needed for soft coral survival and give them an evolutionary edge.
However, a full SCL model for complex three ring systems has not
yet been proposed but the telltale signs of how such conformational
mobility might appear is presented here with two triple-twist
conformers that are ready and cooperatively interconvertible
and can well be the most dynamic path in the final SCL model for
Capnellanes (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Earlier version of defense chemical produced by sponges back in Neoproterozoic era (left) later more potent
sesquiterpenoid natural product synthesized by soft corals in Cambrian seas as late as 535 MYA (middle). Dynamic flip flop in
later more potent version marine natural product, capnellanes, that benefits the lack of a double bond in its structure.

Conclusion
The so called spherical conformational landscape model
was used here to test the effect of introduction of double bond
functionality on cyclopentane constant flip flop. The disruption
was found to be profound and also targets the twist ring coordinate,
which is believed to be the crucial ring coordinate to resist any
fluxional block or disruption. The drawing convention used in SCL
were then used to root out a major dynamic interconversion route
in capnellanes. Such dynamic path evidently reveals capnellanes’
flexibility compared to hirustanes which are restricted by a

presence of a double bond at the fusion point. Not interestingly
capnellanes has been the result of evolutionary force over the
course of 100 million years and have also reported to be much more
potent than hirustanes. Patterns like this could not only deepen our
understanding of marine natural products and their evolutionary
course but also help us mimic natures ability to introduce much
more potent drug compounds in near future.
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